ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

LAKE HUGHES TRANSITION (LHS.KIMMO3): From over LHS VORTAC on LHS R-139 to KIMMO INT. Thence. . . .

PALMDALE TRANSITION (PMD.KIMMO3): From over PMD VORTAC on PMD R-218 to KIMMO INT. Thence. . . .

SHAFTER TRANSITION (EHF.KIMMO3): From over EHF VORTAC on EHF R-123 and LHS R-329 to LHS VORTAC, then on LHS R-139 to KIMMO INT. Thence. . . .

TULE TRANSITION (TTE.KIMMO3): From over TTE VOR/DME on TTE R-147 and LHS R-329 to LHS VORTAC, then on LHS R-139 to KIMMO INT. Thence. . . .

. . . .From over KIMMO INT on LHS R-139 and SLI R-319 to DARTS INT/SLI 25 DME.

LANDING LOS ANGELES INTL: Depart DARTS INT heading 140°, expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING SANTA MONICA MUNI: Depart DARTS INT heading 140°, expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.